D.A.R.T
Looking for a stage monitor engineered to satisfy professional
demands for performance and sound without requiring additional
power amps, crossovers and cables? Want a versatile enclosure
suitable for use as a side-fill, front-fill or a FOH system for (almost)
unplugged gigs? Then welcome to D.A.R.T. D.A.R.T packs a
high-quality preamp, controller, active crossover, two power amps, a
12" speaker and a 1" CD horn in a compact, low-profile monitor
housing. With HK AUDIO OFR™ technology on board, these
enclosures project extraordinarily rich, transparent sound, even at
very high levels. And their remarkably linear frequency response
enables high volumes with reduced feedback sensitivity. Though
D.A.R.T has been optimised for use as a stage monitor, its
multi-functional housing shape and the integrated DuoTilt™
pole-mount cup allow it to be used for additional applications. With
all this and a full-featured input stage (to including a microphone
input for the mayor’s address), D.A.R.T is a high-end
sound-reinforcement “Swiss Army knife” for literally every occasion.
D.A.R.T—Professional Monitoring & More!

Facts & Features
The right solution for every musician who wants hassle-free
professional monitoring
Two-way active circuitry featuring OFR™ technology
250 watts RMS digital power amp for the 12" speaker
Power amp with 60 watts RMS for the 1" HFdriver
Multi-band limiting for key frequency ranges
Two-band EQ included
Balanced, separately adjustable microphone and line inputs
and additional RCA input
HK AUDIO DuoTilt™ for directing sonic energy towards the
audience when used on a stand
Weight: 19.8 kg / 43.6 lbs.
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D.A.R.T
Model
Product Class
Headline
Frequency response +/- 3 dB
Sensitivity 1W
Maximum SPL, @ 10% THD
Low/Midrange amplifier
HF Amplifier
Active protectiion circuits
Connections
LF Speaker
HF Driver
Horn characteristics
HF protection (passive)
Crossover frequency
Pole mount
Handles
Optional accessories
Enclosure
Grille
Finish
Dimensions (WxHxD)
Weight

D.A.R.T. - Monitor
Monitor
Aktiv High-Class Monitoring
80 Hz - 19 kHz
105 dB
123 dB dB@10% THD (half space)
250 W , Class D
60 W
Multi-Band-Limiter
XLR Mic In, Line, Through, 2x Cinch Aux in
1x 12"
1"
60° x 40° CD horn
Dynamic protection circuitry
2 kHz, 24 dB/ Okt. active
DuoTilt 3/7
1, integrated
Protection cover
MDF/Birch plywood
metal grille with acoustic foam
acrylic painture, black
56 cm x 40,5 cm x 34 cm
21 kg / 46.3 lbs.
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D.A.R.T

HK Audio Speaker Stand Add-On
The ideal accessory kit for satellite and fullrange
speakers, the Speaker Stand Add-On Package
comes with two aluminum tripod stands and two
7-metre long speaker cables with Speakon®
connectors. A practical nylon carry bag rounds out
the package.

HK Audio Protection Cover
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